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Abstract

Sentiment analysis is an important task in nat-001
ural language processing. In recent works,002
pre-trained language models are often used003
to achieve state-of-the-art results, especially004
when training data is scarce. It is common to005
fine-tune on the downstream task, usually by006
adding task-specific layers on top of the model.007
In this paper, we focus on aspect-based sen-008
timent analysis, which involves extracting as-009
pect term, category, and predicting their corre-010
sponding polarities. In particular, we are in-011
terested in few-shot settings. We propose to012
reformulate the extraction and prediction tasks013
into the sequence generation task, using a gen-014
erative language model with unidirectional at-015
tention (GPT2 is used unless stated otherwise).016
This way, the model learns to accomplish the017
tasks via language generation without the need018
of training task-specific layers. Our evalua-019
tion results on the single-task polarity predic-020
tion show that our approach outperforms the021
previous state-of-the-art (based on BERT) on022
average performance by a large margins in023
few-shot and full-shot settings. More impor-024
tantly, our generative approach significantly025
reduces the model variance caused by low-026
resource data. We further demonstrate that027
the proposed generative language model can028
handle joint and multi-tasking settings, unlike029
previous work. We observe that the proposed030
sequence generation method achieves further031
improved performances on polarity prediction032
when the model is trained via joint and multi-033
tasking settings. Further evaluation on simi-034
lar sentiment analysis datasets, SST-2, SST-5035
and OOS intent detection validates the supe-036
riority and noise robustness of generative lan-037
guage model in few-shot settings.038

1 Introduction039

Sentiment analysis (Pang et al., 2002; Turney,040

2002; Chevalier and Mayzlin, 2006; Bastan et al.,041

2020) aims at detecting the overall polarity of a user042

generated text, which describes the user opinion043

for an entity. However, user may express opin- 044

ions about an entity at different granularity. For 045

example, a user may give an overall rate about a 046

restaurant service, and then explains fine-grained 047

review about specific aspects, such as food qual- 048

ity, waiting time, waitress service, environment, 049

etc. Aspect-based sentiment analysis task (Pontiki 050

et al., 2014, 2016) aims at addressing this prob- 051

lem, where user sentiment is annotated at coarse 052

and fine-grained levels. Moreover, user can ex- 053

press conflicting opinions for different aspects of 054

an entity. 055

Traditionally, neural-based models are employed 056

as a single-task model for aspect-based sentiment 057

analysis (ABSA) task, similar to Machine Read- 058

ing Comprehension task (MRC) (Rajpurkar et al., 059

2016). For example, a pre-trained BERT language 060

model is fine-tuned for ABSA term polarity predic- 061

tion (single-task) as a classifier. In this approach, 062

a task-specific layer is fine-tuned for each down- 063

stream task, such as a layer for aspect term polarity 064

classification, and a different layer for aspect term 065

span extraction (Xu et al., 2019). 066

Recently, generative language models with uni- 067

directional self-attention, which are pre-trained by 068

causal language modeling loss (predicting next 069

word given the history), have shown promising per- 070

formance when fine-tuned on the downstream tasks 071

(GPT2) (Radford et al., 2018). Using this approach, 072

the language model learns the downstream task as 073

language generation, where the task is represented 074

as a serialized text. Moreover, Brown et al. (2020) 075

proposed GPT3, a large-scale generative language 076

model with few-shot ability. GPT3 learns to solve 077

the downstream task by conditioning on few exam- 078

ples in the prompt, without any parameter update 079

(in-context learning). 080

Motivated by the ability of the pre-trained gener- 081

ative language model (GPT2) for solving the down- 082

stream tasks in a generative manner, we propose 083

a generative language model for ABSA task. The 084
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evaluation results indicate that the proposed ap-085

proach achieves better performance with signifi-086

cantly lower variance compared to the previous087

state-of-the-art models (which are based on BERT088

pre-trained model) on few-shot and full-shot set-089

tings, for single-task polarity prediction of aspect090

term and aspect category. For example, using 1%091

(20 examples) of training data on restaurant do-092

main for aspect term polarity prediction task, our093

proposed GPT2 model outperforms BERT-PT (Xu094

et al., 2019) by 9 points on average accuracy and095

reduced standard deviation by 6.2 points, as shown096

in Figure 1(a). Moreover, when fine-tuned on mul-097

tiple tasks, such as aspect term extraction, term098

polarity, aspect category detection, and category099

polarity, the proposed model improved single-task100

performance, such as aspect term extraction (mea-101

sured by F1 score).102

The contributions of our proposed generative103

language model are,104

• A robust generative model on few-shot aspect-105

based sentiment analysis by reformulating the106

task as language generation. This allows us107

to use uni-directional language model with108

no additional head for the downstream tasks,109

which outperforms the previous state-of-the-110

arts on average performance by a large mar-111

gin, with no additional pretraining on out-of-112

domain data (such as BERT-PT (Xu et al.,113

2019)).114

• Our proposed generative model reduces vari-115

ance in polarity prediction, caused by low re-116

source data and random noise, in all few and117

full-shot settings by large value.118

• Joint and multi-task training can further im-119

prove the single-task few-shot performances,120

such as aspect term extraction.121

• More evaluation on similar sentiment analysis122

tasks (SST-2, SST-5, OOS intent detection)123

provides further evidence of the superiority124

and robustness of generative language model.125

In the next sections, we discuss the proposed126

model and presents the evaluation results. In sec-127

tion 2, the previous state-of-the-arts are described.128

Section 3 explains the task of aspect-based sen-129

timent analysis (ABSA) (section 3.1) followed130

by reformulating ABSA task as language gener-131

ation (section 3.2). In section 4, the evaluation132

results for single, joint and multi-task settings are 133

presented for SemEval14 (Pontiki et al., 2014) and 134

SemEval16 (Pontiki et al., 2016) and SST-2, SST-5 135

and OOS intent detection datasets. 136

2 Related Works 137

Sentiment analysis is characterized by three cat- 138

egorizes, i.e. document, sentence, and aspect 139

level (Liu, 2012; Liu and Zhang, 2012; Cambria 140

and Hussain, 2012). In this section, we review 141

the previous models developed for aspect-based 142

sentiment analysis (ABSA) (Hu and Liu, 2004). 143

Earlier works on ABSA task focused on devel- 144

oping feature engineered models (Samha et al., 145

2014). Xu et al. (2018) proposed a model based 146

on using convolutional neural network (CNN) for 147

aspect term extraction task only. The approach uses 148

two types of pre-trained embeddings, a general- 149

purpose embedding and a domain-specific one. 150

Then, a softmax classification layer is used to clas- 151

sify each word to identify aspect term start and end 152

positions, or non-related words. 153

Li et al. (2019) proposed Multi-granularity 154

Alignment Network (MGAN), a coarse-to-fine 155

approach for single-task aspect term polar- 156

ity prediction using recurrent neural network 157

(RNN) (Hochreiter and Schmidhuber, 1997). They 158

defined aspect category as coarse-level and aspect 159

term as fine-level sentiments, and further leveraged 160

high-resource out-of-domain data for pre-training. 161

This way, the knowledge is transferred from coarse- 162

grain domains (single-opinion prediction) to multi- 163

grain domains (ABSA task). 164

With the advent of BERT (Devlin et al., 2018) as 165

a pre-trained bidirectional language model, which 166

presents a powerful contextualized word represen- 167

tation for the language understanding downstream 168

tasks, several models are proposed for ABSA task 169

using BERT as feature extraction. Xu et al. (2019) 170

defined ABSA task as question answering (Ra- 171

jpurkar et al., 2016), named Review Reading Com- 172

prehension (RRC), and used BERT as the base 173

model, with separate heads for aspect term extrac- 174

tion (as span extraction) and term polarity predic- 175

tion. To enhance RRC performance, they intro- 176

duced a post-training algorithm, which additionally 177

pre-train the model on out-of-domain data from 178

Amazon and Yelp review datasets, and additionally 179

on MRC question answering dataset (Rajpurkar 180

et al., 2016). These result in additional training 181

set of 1, 151, 863 for laptop domain, 2, 677, 025 182
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more examples for restaurant domain, and 87, 599183

training examples from MRC dataset.184

Karimi et al. (2020) proposed an approach based185

on conditional random field (CRF) (Lafferty et al.,186

2001), combined with BERT for aspect term ex-187

traction and term polarity prediction tasks. Two188

modules are employed for improving aspect term189

extraction and term polarity prediction of BERT190

model. First, a parallel approach is used which191

combines predictions for aspect term and polarity192

from last four layers of BERT in parallel. Moreover,193

a hierarchical aggregation module is also examined,194

where predictions of previous layers of BERT are195

fed into the next layer. Reddy et al. (2020) com-196

bines GLOVE pre-trained embedding (Pennington197

et al., 2014) with deep contextualized representa-198

tion of BERT to enhance the representation of word199

vectors for predicting aspect term polarity. The pro-200

posed BERT-IL model predicts aspect term polarity201

by learning a similarity between GLOVE vector of202

aspect term and its contextualized representation203

extracted from BERT. First, the aspect term rep-204

resentations are extracted from multiple layers of205

BERT, and fed into a self-attention layer. Finally,206

it is further fine-tuned on ABSA task for perfor-207

mance improvement. Liu et al. (2021) proposed208

a model based on BART (Lewis et al., 2020) for209

aspect category detection. They rank all aspect cat-210

egories with different polarities and select the pair211

with highest score. In section 4, evaluation of our212

proposed generative language model are compared213

with the recent BERT-based models.214

3 Model215

This section describes aspect-based sentiment anal-216

ysis task (ABSA), the proposed generative lan-217

guage model approach, details of the datasets,218

model training, and evaluation metrics.219

3.1 Aspect Based Sentiment Analysis220

Aspect-based sentiment analysis (ABSA) is sim-221

ilar to sentiment analysis, in the sense that the222

task is to predict the polarity of an entity in a sen-223

tence. However, it is different, since the goal is to224

predict fine-grained sentiment of multiple aspect225

terms and categories of an entity. The task was226

first introduced in Semantic Evaluation Challenge227

(SemEval14) (Pontiki et al., 2014). It was then228

extended in SemEval16 challenge (Pontiki et al.,229

2016). The challenges comprise of two domains,230

restaurant and laptop, where each domain spans231

over four sub-tasks (SB1-4).232

Aspect Term Extraction (SB1) For a given re- 233

view sentence, this sub-task is about predicting 234

all aspects terms (word span) that opinions are 235

expressed. It requires that all aspect terms to be 236

predicted, including those which no opinion is ex- 237

pressed (neutral sentiment). This sub-task (AE) 238

corresponds to sub-task 1 (SB1) - single sentence – 239

slot 2 in SemEval16 challenge, named as opinion 240

target expression (OTE) (Pontiki et al., 2016). 241

Aspect Term Polarity (SB2) For a given review 242

sentence and an aspect term, the goal is to predict 243

the polarity of the expressed opinion (positive, 244

negative, neutral, conflict). This sub- 245

task corresponds to SB1-Slot3 in SemEval16 chal- 246

lenge. 247

Aspect Category Detection (SB3) Given 248

a set of pre-defined aspect categories (e.g. 249

PRICE, FOOD, SERVICE, AMBIENCE, 250

ANECDOTE/MISCELLANEOUS), the goal 251

is to predict all categories that an opinion 252

is expressed about. This sub-task corre- 253

sponds to SB1-Slot1 (single-sentence) in 254

SemEval16 challenge, where the category is 255

defined as the pair of entity and attribute, e.g. 256

RESTAURANT#PRICE, FOOD#QUALITY, 257

LAPTOP#GENERAL, LAPTOP#PRICE. Please 258

refer to Table 4 in the appendix for the full list of 259

categories for laptop and restaurant domains. 260

Aspect Category Polarity (SB4) Given a re- 261

view sentence and a category, the goal is to pre- 262

dict the sentiment of the category (positive, 263

negative, neutral, conflict). This sub- 264

task corresponds to SB1-Slot3 in SemEval16 (Pon- 265

tiki et al., 2016). 266

3.2 Generative Language Modeling 267

ABSA task comprises of four sub-tasks: aspect 268

term extraction, aspect category detection, and as- 269

pect term and category polarity predictions. The 270

dominant approach for solving ABSA task is to 271

train separate classifiers for each sub-task (Xu et al., 272

2019). In this paper, we propose to solve all sub- 273

tasks using a single auto-regressive (generative) 274

language model, either using single-task or joint- 275

task training. 276

3.2.1 Language model 277

The goal of generative language modeling is 278

to learn data distribution p(x), where x = 279
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(x1, . . . , xn) is a sequence of n symbols. In or-280

der to model p(x), the language model factorizes281

the distribution of a single sequence p(x) using the282

chain rule of probability (Bengio et al., 2003), and283

training a neural network, which is parameterized284

by θ, by minimizing the negative log-likelihood,285

pθ(x) =
n∏
t=0

pθ(xt|x<t) (1)286

LD = −
K∑
k=1

n∑
t=1

log pθ(x
k
t |xk<t) (2)287

During inference, the generative model sequen-288

tially generates tokens by conditioning on the input289

example xk, and the past generated tokens.290

3.3 ABSA task as generative language291

modeling292

Each ABSA task training example, xk, contains a293

sentence Sk, I pairs of aspect term and term po-294

larity, and J pairs of aspect category and category295

polarity,296

T k = {TP ki = (tki , pt
k
i ); i ∈ I} (3)297

Ck = {CP kj = (ckj , pc
k
j ); j ∈ J} (4)298

where tki , ptki , and TP ki are i-th aspect term, term299

polarity, and their pair. Moreover, ckj and pckj , and300

CP kj are j-th aspect category, category polarity,301

and their pair of k-th sentence.302

3.3.1 Single-Task Polarity Prediction303

This task consists of predicting the polarity of as-304

pect terms or aspect categories only (named as SB2305

and SB4 in section 3.1). To generate polarity during306

the inference, the input to the generative language307

model (LM) comprises of k-th sentence and the308

corresponding aspect term or category,309

ptki = LMterm(S
k, tki ) (5)310

pckj = LMcategory(S
k, ckj ) (6)311

where LMterm refers to a model that trained on as-312

pect term dataset, and LMcategory refers to aspect313

category dataset, respectively. The details of train-314

ing language model are described in section 3.3.3.315

Moreover, the details of input sequence formula-316

tion during training and inference are presented in317

Appendix A and Tables 3 and 5.318

3.3.2 Joint and Multi-Task Prediction 319

This task includes generating pairs of aspect term 320

and term polarity, or pairs of aspect category and 321

their polarity. To jointly generate aspect terms and 322

their polarities, the model input relies on the review 323

sentence Sk only, and the model outputs all aspect 324

term and polarity pairs in token-by-token (auto- 325

regressive) generation, 326

T k = LMterm(S
k) (7) 327

Ck = LMcategory(S
k) (8) 328

where T k is the set of aspect term and polarity pairs, 329

Eq. (3), and Ck is the set of aspect category and 330

polarity pairs, Eq. (4). The same method in joint- 331

task prediction can be used to generate all pairs 332

of aspect term and aspect category, i.e. multi-task 333

prediction, 334

[T k;Ck] = LMmulti(S
K) (9) 335

In this case, during training, the model learns to 336

generate I pairs of aspect term and J pairs of aspect 337

category via language model training, Eq. (1). 338

3.3.3 Training 339

A training sequence for solving each sub-tasks 340

(SB1-4) of section 3.1, consists of the review sen- 341

tence, concatenated by the corresponding aspect 342

term/category and its polarity. For example, in 343

trainingLMterm for predicting aspect term polarity 344

(Eq. 5) and joint-task prediction of aspect term and 345

polarity (Eq. 7), the training sequence comprises of 346

the review sentence concatenated by aspect terms 347

and their polarities, xk = [Sk;T k]. Respectively, 348

xk = [Sk;Ck] is used for training LMcategory, as 349

mentioned in Eq. (6) and (8). For more details 350

on input sequence representation, see Appendix A, 351

Tables 3 and 5. 352

In order to train LMterm, the model can be 353

trained on different training sequences, where the 354

review sentence Sk needs to only be concatenated 355

with a single pair of aspect term and polarity. In this 356

case, multiple training sequences are created for the 357

k-th sentence, i.e. {xki = [Sk;TP ki ]; i ∈ I}. We 358

will present An ablation study on these two meth- 359

ods of sequence creating for the language model 360

training, and its effect on few-shot and full-shot 361

performances, are presented in Appendix C and 362

Figure 4. 363
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(a) (b) (c)

(d) (e) (f)

Figure 1: Single-Task polarity prediction (SB2 and SB4 sub-tasks), in few and full-shot settings. Note: 1-shot
refers to one example per class, for aspect category, and 1% is percentage of training data for aspect term. Lines
represents mean accuracy, and shaded area are standard deviation of experiments with 4 different random seeds.
(best viewed in color)

Dataset Domain Train Dev Test

SemEval 14 Restaurant 3041 - 800
Laptop 3045 - 800

SemEval 16 Restaurant 2000 - 676
Laptop 2500 - 808

SST-2 Movie 66749 872 1821
SST-5 Movie 8544 1101 2210
OOS Misc. 15100 3100 4500

Table 1: Dataset distribution

3.4 Dataset364

The proposed generative language model is evalu-365

ated on the two datasets proposed for ABSA task.366

SemEval14 challenge (Pontiki et al., 2014) consists367

of four sub-tasks as described in section 3.1. We368

also evaluate the proposed model on task 5 of Se-369

mEval16 (Pontiki et al., 2016), which contains two370

sub-tasks for sentence and text level review data in371

multiple languages. In this paper, we only focus on372

the English language of sub-task 1 (sentence level)373

to be able to compare with the prior arts.374

Moreover, we evaluate on Stanford Sentiment375

Treebank (SST) dataset (Socher et al., 2013) for376

binary (SST-2) and fine-grained (SST-5) sentiment377

classification of movie reviews domain. Since in-378

tent detection is a similar task to sentiment analysis,379

the evaluation is also performed on out-of-scope380

(OOS) intent detection dataset (Larson et al., 2019)381

which created for chatbot systems.382

To evaluate the performance on few-shot setting,383

we sub-sample training set for aspect term and as-384

pect category domains. For aspect term, the train385

set is randomly sub-sampled to the smaller sizes, 386

[1%, 5%, 10%, 20%]. For example, 1% few-shot 387

train set contains only about ≈ 20 sentences. For 388

aspect category, since there is the predefined set of 389

categories, we randomly sub-sample examples for 390

each category, with different number of examples 391

of [1, 5, 10, 20]. 392

The distribution of the train, dev and test splits 393

for each domain are shown in Table 1. It is note- 394

worthy that the previous baselines have created 395

customized validation set from train set. Since no 396

official validation set is released for SemEval14 397

and SemEval16, and in order to have a unified 398

evaluation, we used the official trial set (part 399

of train set) for validation, and exclude those ex- 400

amples from the train set. Moreover, prior works 401

excluded examples with conflict polarity from 402

their evaluations, since it is considered a difficult 403

prediction task. However, for more accurate evalua- 404

tion, these examples are retained in our evaluation. 405

3.5 Evaluation 406

Performance evaluation of aspect term polarity 407

(SB2) and aspect category polarity (SB4) single- 408

tasks in Eq. (5) and Eq. (6) are based on accuracy 409

metric. It is measured by counting the number of 410

aspect term and aspect category polarities which 411

are correctly predicted. The evaluation of aspect 412

term extraction (SB1) and aspect category detection 413

(SB3) are measured by F1 metric (Pontiki et al., 414
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2014) computed on the overlap of the ground-truth415

and generated sequences. The evaluation of SST-2,416

SST-5 and OOS datasets are measured by accu-417

racy metric. On OOS dataset, full accuracy on in-418

domain and out-of-scope examples are measured.419

Evaluation of joint and multi-task models in420

Eq. (7)(8)(9) are measured by joint accuracy. This421

means that for an example sentence Sk, if all the as-422

pect term and term polarity predictions are correct,423

it is assumed as a correct prediction.424

The restaurant domain contains both aspect term425

and aspect category annotations for SemEval14 and426

SemEval16. However, the laptop domain only con-427

tains aspect term annotation for SemEval14, and428

aspect category annotation for SemEval16. There-429

fore, single-task evaluation on laptop domain is430

constrained and multi-task prediction performance431

can only be evaluated on restaurant domain.432

4 Experiments433

The proposed generative language model is eval-434

uated on five tasks. Single-task setting includes435

aspect term polarity and aspect category polarity436

prediction, Eq. (5)(6), for restaurant and laptop do-437

mains. Joint-task includes a) aspect term extraction438

and polarity Eq. (7) and b) aspect category detec-439

tion and polarity Eq. (8). Finally, multi-task setting440

comprises all sub-tasks, i.e. aspect term extraction441

(SB1), aspect category detection (SB3), and their442

polarity predictions (SB2 and SB4), Eq. (9).443

The evaluation of our proposed generative lan-444

guage model is compared with recent BERT-445

PT (Xu et al., 2019) model. We have reproduced446

results of BERT-PT on full-shot settings, since we447

include examples with conflict polarity. Other448

BERT-based models such as BERT-IL (Reddy et al.,449

2020) has not open-sourced code, and therefore450

they are not included in few-shot evaluation.451

4.1 Single-Task Polarity evaluation452

In this section, the proposed generative language453

model is evaluated on aspect term and aspect cate-454

gory polarity prediction for both restaurant and lap-455

top domains. As shown in Figure 1, the proposed456

model, based on GPT2-base, outperforms BERT457

on few- and full-shot settings on all sub-tasks (SB2458

and SB4) for SemEval14 and SemEval16. More459

importantly, GPT2 model has lower variance than460

BERT, especially in 1% or 1-shot setting.461

It is shown that BERT average performance462

drops by a large margin on low-resource regimes463

(< 5% or < 5 shot) and with increased variance,464

whereas our proposed generative model shows ro- 465

bust performance on few-shot setting with small 466

variance. Compared to BERT-PT (Xu et al., 2019), 467

which exploits additional pre-training on review 468

data from Amazon and Yelp datasets, and using 469

auxiliary tasks of MRC, generative model with 470

more layers (GPT2-medium) and no additional pre- 471

training matches or outperforms BERT-PT aver- 472

age performance in few-shot setting with smaller 473

variance. Interestingly, GPT2-base model (12 lay- 474

ers) outperforms BERT-PT average performance in 475

some cases, including all 1% and 1-shot settings 476

with reduced variance. For example, GPT2-base 477

outperforms by a large margin, 16.75 points on av- 478

erage accuracy and reduces standard deviation by 479

8.8 points on 1%-shot setting of category polarity 480

prediction in restaurant domain of SemEval16, Fig- 481

ure 1(e). Moreover, GPT2-base outperforms BERT- 482

PT in all few- and full-shot settings on aspect cat- 483

egory polarity prediction task (SB4) of restaurant 484

domains in SemEval16 dataset, Figure 1(f). 485

Although GPT2-medium average performance 486

mostly outperforms BERT-PT, there are some ex- 487

ceptions, such as Figure 1(a) for full-shot, Fig- 488

ure 1(c) for 5%-shot, Figure 1(d) for 20% and full- 489

shot. On the other hand, BERT-PT has much larger 490

variance and less robustness in all few- and full- 491

shot settings. This is perhaps due to the use of 492

out-of-domain data in additional pre-training of 493

BERT-PT which results in higher variance, even 494

than BERT baseline, when finetuned on few-shot 495

downstream tasks. The goal of our proposed model 496

is not to simply outperforms BERT-PT by addi- 497

tional pre-training, but to provide a robust model 498

for few-shot setting. 499

More evaluation on sentiment polarity predic- 500

tion on SST5, SST2 and OOS intent detection 501

datasets are presented in Figure 2, Appendix G and 502

Figure 8. They indicate that generative language 503

model outperforms BERT-based classifier models. 504

Overall, the results of single-task polarity predic- 505

tion indicate that our proposed generative model 506

based on language generation (uni-directional self- 507

attention) have better performance than the discrim- 508

inative models which uses BERT (bi-directional 509

self-attention) as encoder. 510

4.2 Joint and Multi-Task evaluation 511

In this section, the proposed generative model is 512

evaluated for joint and multi-task prediction. It 513

includes solving two sub-tasks jointly, e.g. aspect 514

term extraction and term polarity prediction, or 515
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Method Training Task Model Restaurant Laptop
Joint Accuracy SB1 (F1) Joint Accuracy SB1 (F1)

Discriminative Single (SB1)

MGAN - 71.48 - 71.42
BERT - 74.1 - 79.28
BERT-DK - 77.02 - 83.55
BERT-MRC - 74.21 - 81.06
BERT-PT - 77.97 - 84.26
BERT-PSUM - - - 85.94
BERT-HSUM - - - 86.09

Generative
Joint (SB1&2) GPT2 (base) 56.47±0.82 77.59±0.32 50.65±1.04 72.61±1.03

GPT2 (medium) 60.07±0.52 81.52±0.8 53.55±0.43 75.94±0.17

Multi (SB1-4) GPT2 (base) 49.84±1.03 77.92±0.53 - -
GPT2 (medium) 54.43±0.47 82.04±0.21 - -

Table 2: SemEval14 SB1 and SB2 sub-tasks for restaurant and laptop domains. Comparing joint and multi-task
generative model with single-task BERT baselines for full-shot setting.

aspect category detection and category polarity pre-516

diction, Eqs. (7)(8), or predicting all Eqs. (9). Since517

BERT and BERT-PT are single-task models, which518

required to use different heads for each sub-task,519

we can not directly compare our joint-task model520

with these baselines on joint-accuracy metric. For521

example, BERT-PT uses groundtruth aspect term522

to evaluate on polarity prediction (SB2), which523

is not comparable to our joint-task model which524

generates aspect term and polarity jointly.525

Results in Table 2 indicate that although gen-526

erative model is trained in joint-task manner, for527

predicting aspect term extraction and term polar-528

ity, it still outperforms BERT-PT and other BERT529

baselines which are trained to solve single-task530

aspect term extraction only, on aspect term ex-531

traction (SB1) metric, in restaurant domain. How-532

ever, in laptop domain, the generative model under-533

performs BERT-based models on aspect term ex-534

traction (SB1) metric, perhaps due to less training535

data in laptop domain for joint-task loss.536

Aspect category sub-tasks improve aspect term537

extraction: In multi-task setting, where genera-538

tive model is trained on all sub-tasks (SB1-4), the539

aspect term extraction (SB1) F1 metric is improved540

more, compared to when trained as a single-task541

model. This indicates that training the generative542

model using extra supervision (from aspect cate-543

gory) helps to extract multiple aspect terms in the544

review sentence more accurately.545

Generative language modeling is better for546

multi-task learning: Evaluation results on Se-547

mEval14 restaurant domain are shown in Ap-548

pendix B Table 6. Combined with the results from549

Table 2, it indicates that the proposed generative550

language model performs well on solving all sub-551

tasks (SB1-4) using language generation. For ex-552

ample, compared to joint-task setting (Table 2),553

aspect term extraction (SB1) F1 metric improves554

more for restaurant domain. Multi-task evaluation555

results on SemEval16 restaurant domain are shown 556

in Appendix B Table 7 for reference. 557

Figure 2: Few-shot evaluation on SST5 dataset. Note:
1-shot refers to one example per class. (best viewed in
color)

4.3 Ablation 558

In this section, the ablation study of proposed gen- 559

erative language model is studied on two aspects. 560

First, using the language model (GPT2) as a dis- 561

criminative classifier vs. for language generation. 562

Second, we study the training convergence of gen- 563

erative model with two discriminative baselines, i.e. 564

BERT and GPT2 as classifier to better understand 565

few-shot performance. 566

Generative vs. Discriminative training of unidi- 567

rectional language model: To analyze the bene- 568

fit of fine-tuning GPT2 using language modeling 569

loss, we also fine-tune it as a classifier. In the latter 570

case, a classification layer is added, which uses 571

the output of the last token of the input sequence 572

for polarity prediction. As shown in Figure 3(c), 573

GPT2-classifier under-performs BERT, when only 574

trained with discriminative loss. We conjecture that 575

since GPT2 uses uni-directional self-attention (left- 576

to-right), it captures less contextualized represen- 577

tation, compared to bidirectional self-attention in 578

BERT. On the other hand, when fine-tuning GPT2 579

using generative loss (next word prediction), uni- 580

directional self-attention learns a better representa- 581
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(a) (b) (c)

Figure 3: Analysis of few-shot training convergence, evaluated on SemEval14 aspect term polarity prediction
(SB2) on restaurant domain for 1% training data. GPT2-classifier model uses a classification layer on the output of
last input token without using language modeling loss for training. Note: Lines represents mean value, and shaded
area are standard deviation of experiments with 4 random seeds. (best viewed in color)

tion, which improves few-shot performance. Abla-582

tion analysis on laptop domain and aspect category583

polarity predictions for both domains are shown in584

Appendix D and Figures 5 and 6.585

GPT2 language model exploits more supervi-586

sion than BERT in few-shot setting: To un-587

derstand the training dynamics of generative lan-588

guage model and its relation to few-shot perfor-589

mance, we investigate the training convergence for590

GPT2, BERT, and GPT2-classifier. Results for591

SemEval14 restaurant aspect term polarity predic-592

tion are shown in Figure 3. It is indicated that593

BERT model converges faster than GPT2 in 1%594

few-shot settings, due to using a small classifica-595

tion head (fully-connected layer with 4 outputs)596

for the downstream task, which perhaps makes the597

model to overfits quickly to few-shot training data.598

On the other hand, GPT2 converges more slowly,599

perhaps due to using language modeling loss, i.e.600

cross-entropy loss across all tokens of the input601

sequence, and also using output layer with size of602

the vocabulary. However, the cross-entropy loss603

on the position corresponding to predicting label,604

gpt2-generative (label position), converges faster605

than BERT, early in training, and the loss value is606

smaller than BERT between 40-90 steps, where the607

model has better validation accuracy than BERT.608

Later during the training, BERT training loss con-609

verges to smaller values, but its performance does610

not outperform GPT2. This is perhaps an evidence611

of BERT model overfitting due to using a small612

classification head which is specifically designed613

for the downstream task (4 output nodes).614

Since the language modeling loss benefits GPT2615

model to exploit more supervision during training616

(predicting next token for all input tokens), perhaps617

this helps GPT2 to be less prune to overfitting, and618

outperforms BERT in few-shot setting. Addition-619

ally, reformulating the task as natural text might 620

benefits GPT2 to infer the sentiment polarity easier 621

than BERT. Overall, GPT2 validation and test ac- 622

curacy achieves higher performance. Analysis of 623

training convergence on other tasks and domains 624

are presented in Appendix E, Figures 5 and 6. 625

We also investigates model weights change dur- 626

ing fine-tuning by measuring the average of the 627

normalized weight update, Eq. (10), for each layer 628

(more details are presented in Appendix F and Fig- 629

ure 7). It is shown that gpt2-generative model has 630

higher weight update in all layers at the end of 631

training, and overall higher update in embedding 632

layer (by one to two order of magnitude). This ob- 633

servation perhaps indicates that standard language 634

modeling loss provides more supervision to GPT2 635

model, when finetuned on few-shot data. 636

5 Conclusion 637

In this paper, we proposed a generative language 638

model for aspect based sentiment analysis (ABSA). 639

By reformulating the task as language generation, 640

the model learns to predict aspects and their polari- 641

ties via language generation. Evaluation results on 642

single-task polarity prediction on few and full shot 643

setting indicate that the proposed approach outper- 644

forms prior arts, which are based on discriminative 645

classification using BERT as encoder, with higher 646

average performance and lower variance. On join- 647

task and multi-task settings, the proposed model 648

shows better performance on single-task polarity 649

prediction metrics. Additionally, evaluation results 650

on coarse-grained (SST2), fine-grained (SST5) sen- 651

timent analysis datasets, and OOS intent detection 652

dataset indicate the better and more robust few-shot 653

performance of generative language model. Fur- 654

thermore, qualitative analysis indicates that using 655

multi-task setting improves model prediction via 656

supervision across aspect term and category. 657
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6 Broader Impact658

This work may have implications for the simplifi-659

cation of sentiment analysis using neural text gen-660

eration. In the narrow sense, this work addresses661

aspect-based sentiment analysis. If so, the improve-662

ment of neural text generation systems and eas-663

ier deployment would amplify both the positive664

and negative aspects of sentiment analysis. On665

the positive side, neural text generation models666

might play a role in automating user opinion min-667

ing, and thereby increasing efficiency of currently668

modular systems. On the negative side, it can de-669

humanize current systems, by automating systems670

towards multi-tasking, and reducing the level of671

human control on language generation. Moreover,672

this approach can introduce toxicity and biases into673

sentiment polarity predictions, such as gender, race,674

religious, and ethics (Kiritchenko and Mohammad,675

2018; Park et al., 2018). This is due to biases which676

are learned during pretraining of neural text mod-677

els on internet data (Sheng et al., 2019; Tan and678

Celis, 2019). These consequences are not specific679

to this work, but should be considered by the field680

of natural language processing more broadly.681
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A Input Representation and Method835

Overview836

As described in Section 3.3.3, a single training se-837

quence consists of the concatenation of review sen-838

tence Sk with the corresponding aspect terms and839

their polarities xk =
[
Sk;T k

]
, or aspect categories840

and their polarities xk =
[
Sk;Ck

]
.841

A schematic overview of each segment is shown842

in Table 3 together with special tokens marking843

transition points. The generative language model844

is optimized by minimizing the negative likelihood845

over the joint sequence. The output state associ-846

ated with each input token is used to predict the847

next token. During inference, for single task polar-848

ity prediction of each aspect term (sub-task SB1),849

the language model input comprises the review850

sentence concatenated by the corresponding as-851

pect term. The the model generates a single token,852

which assumed as predicted polarity. Same method853

is used for sub-task SB4 for aspect category polar-854

ity prediction. For joint- and multi-task prediction,855

the input sequence contains only the review sen-856

tence. The language model then generates aspect857

terms and aspect categories along with their polar-858

ities in single toke-by-token generation, until the859

end-of-sentence special token is generated.860

Examples of different input sequence formatting861

for different datasets evaluated in the paper are862

presented in Table 5. We are using identifiers to863

separate different segments of the input sequence.864

For example, to separate review sentence from as-865

pect term, we introduced identifiers <|review|> and866

<|term|> to separate them. each segment also ends867

with an end-of-segment identifier, such as <|end-868

ofreview|> and <|endofterm|> identifiers. It is note-869

worthy that these identifiers are not special token,870

similar to BERT, which introduces new embed-871

dings into vocabulary. We have noticed that defin-872

ing identifiers as special token will decrease the per-873

formance of generative language model, perhaps874

due to introducing randomly-initialized embedding875

vectors into vocabulary, which requires more train-876

ing data to finetune them. However, since GPT2877

did not use special tokens during pretraining, using878

identifiers which are combination of pretrained vo-879

cabulary tokens and special characters, such as {<,880

|, ,|, >}, helps GPT2 to understand different seg-881

ments in the input sequence, to infer the sentiment882

polarity more accurately.883

B Multi-task prediction 884

In this section, evaluation results on SemEval 14 885

and SemEval16 restaurant domain are presented 886

for multi-task learning using our proposed genera- 887

tive language model, based GPT2-base model, in 888

Tables 6 and 7. For more details, please refer to 889

section 4.2. 890

C Ablation: Model input sequence 891

formatting 892

For a single review sentence with multiple aspect 893

terms or categories, there are two ways to create 894

input sequence for language model training, as de- 895

scribed in section 3.3.3. First, the review sentence 896

can be concatenated with each aspect terms sepa- 897

rately (GPT2-Split), which results in better per- 898

formance for few-shot setting (Figure 4) There 899

are very few example in few-shot setting, such 900

as 20 unique examples in 1% setting, and using 901

split method increases training data and perhaps 902

mitigates model over-fitting. However, when the 903

review sentence is concatenated with all pairs of 904

aspect terms or categories in a single sequence, per- 905

formance is better for full-shot setting. There are 906

few exceptions in Figure 4(a) for 1% and 5% shot 907

settings. We observe that 1% few-shot contains 20, 908

14, 12 input sequences in Figure 4(a), (b), and (c), 909

respectively, for the regular method. However, the 910

split method increases input training sequences to 911

36, 23, 17. It means that when the number of train- 912

ing sequences are high enough, increasing number 913

of training examples using split methods might 914

deteriorates the few-shot performance, as shown 915

in Figure 4(a). We guess that the better few-shot 916

performance of the GPT2-Split method possibly de- 917

pends on the number of unique training sequences 918

when comparing to the regular method. In other 919

words, the GPT2-Split methods might outperforms 920

the regular method when the number of training 921

sequences is very low. 922

D Ablation: Generative vs. 923

Discriminative language model 924

In this section, ablation analysis on using genera- 925

tive language model as a classifier are presented in 926

Figures 5 and 6. It is shown that when fine-tuning 927

GPT2 model as a classifier on the downstream 928

task using an classification layer, it under-performs 929

BERT model on few and full-shot settings. For 930

more details, please refer to section 4.3. 931
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Sentence Sk [review] review sentence [endofreview]

Aspect term T k [term] term1 polarity1, term2 polarity2, . . . termI polarityI [end-
ofterm]

Aspect category Ck [category] category1 polarity1, category2 polarity2, . . . categoryJ
polarityJ [endofcategory]

Aspect term single and
joint task training se-
quence (LMterm)

[review] review sentence [endofreview] [term] term1 polarity1, . . . [end-
ofterm]

Aspect category single
and joint task training se-
quence (LMcategory)

[review] review sentence [endofreview] [category] category1 polarity1,
. . . [endofcategory]

Multi-task training se-
quence (LMmulti)

[review] review sentence [endofreview] [term] term1 polarity1, . . . [end-
ofterm] [category] category1 polarity1, . . . [endofcategory]

Table 3: A schematic representation of the different components of inputs/outputs in aspect-based sentiment anal-
ysis. When training generative language model, these are concatenated together into a single sequence, as shown
in last three rows.

Aspect Category
Dataset Domain Entity Attribute

SemEval 14 Restaurant ambience, anecdotes miscellaneous,
food, price, service

N/A

Laptop N/A N/A

SemEval 16

Restaurant ambience, drinks, food, location, restau-
rant, service

general, price, style, quality

Laptop

battery, company, cpu, display, fans cool-
ing, graphics, hard disc, hardware, key-
board, laptop, memory, motherboard,
mouse, multimedia devices, optical
drives, os, ports, power supply, shipping,
software, support, warranty

miscellaneous, operation performance,
quality, general, design features, usabil-
ity, connectivity, portability, price

Table 4: Ascpet category definition for SemEval14 and SemEval16 datasets. In Semeval14, each unique aspect
category is defined as entity. For SemEval16, aspect category is defined as combination of entity and attribute.
Laptop domain does not have annotation in SemEval14 dataset.

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 4: Ablation analysis on model input sequence formatting. GPT2 (split) means review sentence is concate-
nated with each aspect terms separately. (best viewed in color)

E Ablation: Training convergence932

In this section, training convergence of GPT2933

model is compared with BERT and GPT2-classifier934

model in varios tasks of aspect-based sentiment935

analysis. As shown in Figures 5 and 6, GPT2 936

achieves higher validation accuracy, when its train- 937

ing losses, standard language modeling and loss 938

corresponding to label position, have higher value 939
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Dataset Task Type Input sequence
train inference

SemEval14 Single task aspect term
polarity predic-
tion

<|review|> once we sailed, the top-notch
food and live entertainment sold us on a
unforgettable evening. <|endofreview|>
<|term|> food positive , live entertain-
ment positive <|endofterm|>

<|review|> once we sailed, the top-notch
food and live entertainment sold us on a
unforgettable evening. <|endofreview|>
<|term|> food

SemEval14 Joint task aspect term <|review|> once we sailed, the top-notch
food and live entertainment sold us on a
unforgettable evening. <|endofreview|>
<|term|> food positive , live entertain-
ment positive <|endofterm|>

<|review|> once we sailed, the top-notch
food and live entertainment sold us on a
unforgettable evening. <|endofreview|>

SemEval14 Multi-task aspect term
& aspect
category

<|review|> the service was attentive with-
out being overbearing and each dish
we tried was wonderful from the spring
rolls to the cod with pineapple tempura.
<|endofreview|> <|term|> service positive
, dish positive , spring rolls positive , cod
with pineapple tempura positive <|end-
ofterm|> <|category|> food positive , ser-
vice positive <|endofcategory|>

<|review|> the service was attentive with-
out being overbearing and each dish we
tried was wonderful from the spring rolls
to the cod with pineapple tempura. <|end-
ofreview|>

SST-2 Single-task polarity predic-
tion

<|review|> does n’t try to surprise us with
plot twists , but rather seems to enjoy its
own transparency <|endofreview|> <|sen-
timent|> positive <|endofsentiment|>

<|review|> does n’t try to surprise us with
plot twists , but rather seems to enjoy its
own transparency <|endofreview|> <|sen-
timent|>

SST-5 Single-task polarity predic-
tion

<|review|> it ’s a lovely film with lovely
performances by buy and accorsi . <|end-
ofreview|> <|sentiment|> somewhat posi-
tive <|endofsentiment|>

<|review|> it ’s a lovely film with lovely
performances by buy and accorsi . <|end-
ofreview|> <|sentiment|>

OOS Single-task intent predic-
tion

<|user|> how would you say fly in italian
<|endofuser|> <|intent|> translate <|end-
ofintent|>

<|user|> how would you say fly in italian
<|endofuser|> <|intent|>

Table 5: Examples of input sequence during training and inference of generative language model for different
datasets.

Shot Layers Joint Accuracy Term Category
SB1 (F1) SB2 (Acc) SB3 (F1) SB4 (Acc)

1% 12 20.75 39.26 19.69 62.82 43.4
24 20.62 37.87 18.99 61.79 41.51

5% 12 31 44.35 32.38 74.46 56.51
24 34.87 60.4 35.18 75.39 59.06

10% 12 38.37 62.47 35.98 77.43 61.32
24 41.75 65.9 40.06 79.27 62.92

20% 12 42.88 66.82 39.91 79.39 62.36
24 45 72.73 45.31 80.79 65.28

100% 12 51.63 77.43 49.71 85.34 70.57
24 55.62 81.53 57.92 82.4 70.38

Table 6: Multi-task evaluation on SemEval14 restaurant domain (SB1-4) on few-shot settings using generative
language model (GPT2).

Shot Layers Joint Accuracy Term Category
SB1 (F1) SB2 (Acc) SB3 (F1) SB4 (Acc)

1% 12 11.6 28.68 13.38 46.36 38.31
24 9.04 24.87 11.36 44.32 35.63

5% 12 18.43 33.81 16.74 56.85 50.06
24 20.48 34.99 18.88 61.09 54.66

10% 12 21.16 33.48 16.74 63.11 50.45
24 22.18 37.13 19.64 67.12 55.43

20% 12 25.77 37.74 20.63 69.39 62.07
24 26.96 40.6 22.15 72.9 65.39

100% 12 32.42 48.48 27.67 76.51 66.41
24 43 50.27 30.15 76.78 69.6

Table 7: Multi-task evaluation on SemEval16 restaurant domain (SB1-4) on few-shot settings using generative
language model (GPT2).

than BERT and GPT2-classifier. This indicates940

that perhaps BERT and GPT2-classifier overfitted941

to the few-shot training data. On the other hand, 942

GPT2 language model achieves more supervision 943
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via standard language modeling loss, which results944

in higher training loss, but better validation perfor-945

mance.946

F Ablation: Model weights update947

during training948

In order to understand models behavior during949

training on few-shot data, we study the weight up-950

date at each layer of GPT2 and BERT models, dur-951

ing training on 1% few-shot data. For each layer,952

the mean normalized weight update is defined as,953

k∑
i=0

(wli − wli−1)

wl0
(10)954

where l indicate the layer index, i indicates training955

step, and wl0 refers to initial weight value before956

training. The comparison between GPT2 as genera-957

tive gpt2-generative, GPT2 as an ecoder for classifi-958

cation gpt2-classifie and BERT model when trained959

on 1% few shot data of SemEval14 restaurant do-960

main are shown in Figure 7. The results indicate961

that Bert model has higher variance for all layers,962

especially for the randomly-initialized classifica-963

tion layer. Moreover, the mean normalized update964

of BERT model is larger that gpt2-generative early965

during training, but is smaller at the end of training,966

where gpt2-generative achieves higher validation967

performance, as shown in Figure 3. Furthermore,968

the mean normalized update in embedding layer of969

gpt2-generative is significantly larger than BERT970

and gpt2-classifier by one order of magnitude early971

at training, which increased to two order of magni-972

tude at the end. We conjecture that higher value in973

layer weights update at embedding layers, and at974

the end of training for other layers is perhaps due975

to using standard language modeling loss, which976

may provide more supervision signal for GPT2,977

compared to cross-entropy loss in BERT and gpt2-978

classifier models.979

G Ablation: Other Sentiment Analysis980

Tasks981

In order to extend the investigate the performance982

of our proposed generative language model to983

other sentiment analysis tasks, we also evaluate984

few-shot performance on SST-5 sentiment analy-985

sis dataset (Socher et al., 2013) (binary and fine-986

grained sentiment classification), and OOS (Larson987

et al., 2019) intent detection dataset. The results988

are shown in Figure 8, which indicate the superior-989

ity of generative model (GPT2) over discriminative990

BERT. On intent detection, Figure 8(c), GPT2 also 991

outperforms TOD-BERT (Wu et al., 2020) which 992

exploits extra pretraining on dialogue datasets to 993

increase its few-shot performance. 994

H Qualitative Analysis 995

As described in section 4.2 and Table 2, aspect 996

term extraction on restaurant domain (SemEval14) 997

is improved in multi-task learning. To better under- 998

stand model behavior, some examples are shown 999

in Table 8. Using aspect category as supervision in 1000

multi-task learning helps the model to more accu- 1001

rately generates the aspect terms, reduces false pos- 1002

itive aspect terms and wrong polarity predictions. 1003

Moreover, multi-tasking helps to better predict cat- 1004

egory polarity, using supervision from aspect term 1005

during training. Some examples of wrong predic- 1006

tion are shown in Table 9. It indicates that when 1007

there are negative or conflict polarity, the model 1008

struggles to correctly predict everything correctly. 1009

This often happens when there are opposite opin- 1010

ions for different aspect terms or categories. 1011
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(a) SemEval14 Laptop Aspect Term Polarity (SB2)

(b) SemEval14 Restaurant Aspect Category Polarity (SB4)

Figure 5: Analysis of few-shot training convergence, evaluated on SemEval14 for 1% and 1-shot training data, and
few-shot performance on all settings (right). GPT2-classifier model uses a classification layer on the output of last
input token without using language modeling loss for training. (best viewed in color)

Sentence Task Model Output

the sangria’s - watered down. aspect term <|term|> sangria negative
aspect category <|category|> food neutral
aspect term & category <|term|> sangria negative <|category|> food nega-

tive
groundtruth <|term|> sangria negative <|category|> food nega-

tive

everyone who works there (the host, the bartender, the
servers) is so helpful.

aspect term host positive, bartender neutral, servers positive

aspect category <|category|> service positive
aspect term & category <|term|> host positive, bartender positive, servers

positive <|category|> service positive
groundtruth <|term|> bartender positive, host positive, servers

positive <|category|> service positive

in mi burrito, here was nothing but dark chicken that had that
cooked last week and just warmed up in a microwave taste.

aspect term <|term|> dark chicken negative, microwave taste
neutral

aspect category <|category|> food negative
aspect term & category <|term|> chicken negative, taste negative <|cate-

gory|> food negative

if you like seafood and or greek food you will love this place
though it is not limited to just these things.

aspect term <|term|> seafood positive, greek food positive,
place negative

aspect category <|category|> food positive
aspect term & category <|term|> seafood positive, greek food positive <|cat-

egory|> food positive
groundtruth <|term|> greek food positive, seafood positive <|cat-

egory|> food positive

Table 8: Examples of correct predictions in multi-task learning.
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(a) SemEval16 Restaurant Aspect Term Polarity (SB2)

(b) SemEval16 Restaurant Aspect Category Polarity (SB4)

(c) SemEval16 Laptop Aspect Category Polarity (SB4)

Figure 6: Analysis of few-shot training convergence, evaluated on SemEval16 for 1% and 1-shot training data, and
few-shot performance on all settings (right). GPT2-classifier model uses a classification layer on the output of last
input token without using language modeling loss for training. (best viewed in color)

Sentence Task Model Output
certainly not the best sushi in new york, however, it is always
fresh, and the place is very clean, sterile.

aspect term <|term|> sushi negative, place positive

aspect category <|category|> ambience positive, food positive
aspect term & category <|term|> sushi positive, place positive <|category|>

food positive, ambience positive
groundtruth <|term|> place positive, sushi conflict <|category|>

ambience positive, food conflict

while there’s a decent menu, it shouldn’t take ten minutes to
get your drinks and 45 for a dessert pizza.

aspect term menu positive, drinks positive, dessert pizza posi-
tive

aspect category food conflict
aspect term & category <|term|> menu positive, drinks positive, dessert

pizza positive <|category|> food positive
groundtruth <|term|> dessert pizza neutral, drinks neutral, menu

positive <|category|> food positive, service nega-
tive

the portions of the food that came out were mediocre. aspect term portions negative, food neutral
aspect category food negative
aspect term & category <|term|> portions negative, food negative <|cate-

gory|> food negative
groundtruth <|term|> portions of the food neutral <|category|>

food neutral

Table 9: Examples of wrong prediction for joint and multi-task generative language model.
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

(e) (f)

Figure 7: Model Layers mean normalized update, Eq. ( 10) , during training. Normalized update of the weight
w at training step i is defined as (wi − wi−1)/w0. Results are for training on 1% few-shot data on SemEval14
restaurant aspect term polarity (SB2) prediction task for4 random seed. Shaded area indicates standard deviation.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 8: Few-shot evaluation of GPT2 and BERT models on SST2 dev set and OOS intent detection datasets.
Note: 1-shot refers to one example per class. (best viewed in color)
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